IDC TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Technical

**Designation:** Software Developer/Network engineers (java/.net/manual testing/networking /Android/Php/Web Designer/ graphic designer/SEO)

**Job Title:** Software Engineer /SEO/ Web Designer/Technical Helpdesk.

**Experience:** Fresher /Experience

**Qualification:** B.E (CS/IT/ EC) / MCA 2012-2016 Pass outs candidates with 55% aggregate

**Job Description:** – Full Life Cycle web / Product application development
   – Software analysis, code analysis, software modelling and simulation.
   – Designing, coding, debugging of applications, systems in various software tools and languages.
   – Coding, Technical code reviews

**Other Skills:-**
- Must have exposure on Technology like C, C++, C#, .NET, PHP & JAVA, SEO
- Should have knowledge in software analysis / design / development / architecture & project planning.
- Strong skills in RDBMS, specifically in MS SQL Server 2000 or later version.
- Must be proficient in Object Oriented Programming.
- Must have excellent written & verbal skills.
- Good multi-tasking skills and the ability to work in a fast paced business environment.
- Strong analytical, interpersonal & presentation skills.

**Package:** 2.6-4 L.P.A. CTC
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